
Appendix B

AUDITEE COMMENTS AND OIG'S EVALUATION

Ref to O1G Evaluation Auditec Comments

Comment 1

THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO

Ms. Joan S. Hobbs
Regional Inspector General of Audit Region
U.S.  of Housing and Urban

 of Inspector General
 West Sixth  Suite

Los  CA 90017-3101

Subject: Draft Audit Report for the City of San Diego

 Ms. Hobbs:

Thank you for your report dated November  detailing  recent audit  the City  San
Diego's Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program relating to the City's
Redevelopment Agency projects for the period fiscal years 2000 to 2007. The City is
to administering all of our U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) funding
programs in strict accordance with the HUD guidelines. We appreciate your comments and this
letter provides the City's responses to  findings set forth in your report

1.  Comments on Draft Audit Report

As you know, starting in fiscal year 2007, the Mayor launched  reforms in the City's CDBG
Program and reassigned responsibilities to the Economic Development Division of the City
Planning & Community Investment Department. We are in the midst of implementing these
reforms, as identified by HUD's performance audit last year, to make the program more
effective. The Mayor and City Council have already enacted some of these reforms, such as:

Eliminated planning grants for sub-recipients;
Implemented minimum  grant amounts to
Reduced number of  applications from an average  220 to 130;
Reduced the number of  in FY 2008 to 98 from an average of

 in the twelve prior years;
 mandatory workshops for sub-recipient applicants;

Expanded mandatory workshops for  grantees; and
Implemented CBDO certification process.

Additional reforms will be presented to the City Council in 2009. The City  the  audit as
a valuable  in this process of improving  City's CDBG Program.

City Planning &
 feme,  92101
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Comment 1

Comment 2

Comment 3

Ms.  S.
Audit Report
December
Page 2

As set forth in the November  draft OIG  from fiscal year 2000 to 2007, the City failed
to generate all the documentation required by HUD  for many of its
loans. Once we were made aware of this lack of documentation in the spring of 2007, we
discontinued processing any  re-loans and froze access to all Redevelopment
draws for re-loans  during three prior fiscal years.

 recognizing that the City and certain  did not follow all applicable CDBG
 for many of these projects, the City does  that almost all of its CDBG

expenditures in this time frame did go to projects which met one or more of the three HUD
CDBG Program "national objectives" (i.e., benefiting low- and moderate-income persons, aiding
in preventing or eliminating slums or blight, or  a need with a particular urgency
because existing conditions pose a serious and immediate threat to the health and welfare  the
community). Each of these projects  completed as intended, providing significant  to
the community. The City's problems with  while  reflect problems our
current Mayor has addressed in numerous city programs since he took office in 2005. They do

 reflect the lack of commitment to the goals of the CDBG Program. As set  below, we
respectfully request that OIG and HUD take the time to examine how the CBBG funds were used
consistent with  CDBG national objectives.

2. Finding 1 - the City failed  properly administer CDBG  to the Agency
(pages 6 and 7)

The report states that  in CDBG  from 10 different projects (Project Us 4,
5, 10,  and 31) are  based on the following reasoning: a) that the
Central Imperial Redevelopment Project area in the Southeastern San Diego community is not
primarily residential and b) that the expenditures were recorded under the national objective of
benefiting low- and moderate-income persons in an  Citing the 24 CFR 570.208(aX  in
support of the point that CDBG activities benefiting low- and moderate-income persons must
take place in primarily residential  the OIG issued this ineligibility determination without
any analysis of the  area benefited by the  projects or the actual purpose of
these 10 projects.

The City disagrees with the  ineligibility determination for the 10 Central Imperial projects
on two grounds: a) the OIG failed to properly  24 CFR 570.208 (a)(  which does not
require that the area benefited be "coterminous" with an officially recognized boundary (like the
Central Imperial Redevelopment Project area used by the OIG) and b) many of these projects
also met the national objective of eliminating slums, blight and deteriorating areas, arid this
national objective does not include the  requirement.
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Comment 3

Comment 3

Comment 3

Comment 4

Comment 5

Ms. Joan S.
Audit
December

 8

Section 24 CFR 570.208(a)(l) defines the  residential area" requirement as follows:
 an area need not be coterminous with census tracts or  recognized

boundaries or  officially recognized boundaries, but must be the entire  by the
activity". As part of its  the  report fails to analyze
and determine if the actual area served by the CDBG activity for each project is primarily
residential or not Instead, the report simply makes the blanket conclusion that any project within
the Central Imperial Redevelopment Project  could not benefit a primarily residential area.
Contrary to this  there are several low/moderate income neighborhoods in the Central
Imperial area that benefited from the  projects.

Specifically, the City analyzed the six census tracts  31.03 and 141.02)
encompassing the Central Imperial Redevelopment Project and the Southeastern Economic

 Corporation's (SEDC) Sphere of Influence. Because census data does not include
information for  buildings, San Diego Association of Governments
land use designation data was applied to determine the residential/commercial percentages of the
various land uses in the impacted project areas. The six census tracts surrounding the Central
Imperial Redevelopment Project  found to be  % residential.  areas encompassed
within SEDC's Sphere of Influence were further analyzed and the percentage of residential land
uses in this study area was found to be 65.54  See Attachment

As stated in the  report, SEDC spent  in the Central Imperial Redevelopment
Project (an area that is home to primarily low- and moderate-income residents) for public
facilities and improvements; land acquisition and disposition; and  development.
Upon examination of the "entire area served by the activity"  CFR  these
CDBG expenditures resulted in improvements  the surrounding low- and
income  not just  redevelopment project  Naturally, those projects which
benefited primarily residential areas within the Central Imperial Redevelopment Project are
eligible under the CDBG program.

A redevelopment project area often is a subset of the broader community which it benefits. It
may be selected to address obsolete infrastructure and conditions of blight in a focused
geographic  without  identifying all of the neighboring residential areas that benefit
from the CDBG activity. This is done in order to direct redevelopment activities on existing
commercial parcels suitable for redevelopment with mixed-use, including new affordable
housing and  uses that benefit low- and moderate-income residents in adjacent

 and to avoid concerns about applying eminent domain in  residential
neighborhoods.

 to the extent that any of the 10 Central Imperial  are determined to not
directly benefit low- and moderate-income residential areas (which we believe they  these
projects still met the CDBG program's second national objective  aid in the prevention or
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Comment 5

Comment 2

Comment 6

Comment 7

Ms.  S. Hobbs
Audit Report
December 8,
Page 4  S

elimination of slums or blight. The CDBG national objective of supporting "activities  aid
in the prevention or elimination of slums or  is defined in 24  570.208(b). To satisfy
this CDBG  the area benefited by the project is required  meet  definition of a slum,
blighted, deteriorated or deteriorating area under State or local law. The Centra] Imperial
Redevelopment Project  definition of blight under the  Health and Safety
Code, Article 3 (Sections 33030 - 33039) Declaration of State Policy - Blighted Areas.
Attachment 2 contains excerpts from a September 2003 report to the City Council for the
Imperial Redevelopment Plan which documents the blighting conditions as  as objectives for
alleviation of blight.

While the City  and acknowledges  it should have done a better job of
documenting both the  objectives associated with each project and how each project
hopes to meet  applicable  we  that the  and HUD focus attention on
whether the  actual use of CDBG funds  a national objective before making
an  determination.

Upon  each of  Central Imperial projects did meet the intent and  spirit of the
CDBG program. The Central Imperial Redevelopment Project area in the  San
Diego community is exactly the type of area that the CDBG program was intended to benefit: an
area that is the home for low- and moderate-income residents, and an area suffering from blight
and deteriorating residential, commercial and public facilities. Based on the express  of the
governing HUD  the  conditions found in Central Imperial and the
data  the existence of low- and  neighborhoods within the Central
Imperial  we respectfully request that the OIG change the determination of  to
unsupported. Attachment 3 includes CDBG eligibility worksheets for 4 of the identified Central
Imperial projects illustrating how the projects meet HUD guidelines.

3.  CDBG  project  - other ineligible project  charged to
CDBG (pages 7 and 8)

The OIG recognized that planning costs spent in  with CDBG programs are an eligible
expenditure, but contended that certain projects spent funds for planning purposes that the OIG
now contends are ineligible for project-specific reasons. As set forth below, the funds expended
on these projects met national  and are eligible under the applicable HUD

Project #1 (Central Imperial): Under 24 CFR 570.201 and 24 CFR 570.208(d), the City may use
CDBG funds to  property for any public purpose or if  planned use of the property
meets a national objective or to combat  or deteriorating conditions. Project  does so
because the purpose for the acquisition was to eliminate a deteriorating condition. It is important
to  here, as stated  that the projects listed herein relating to Central Imperial
(Project fe  9,  28 and 31) were all part of a  effort with
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Comment 7

Comment 7

Comment 8

Comment 1

Comment 1

Comment 1

Ms.  S.
Audit Report
December t, 2008

the underlying intent to provide public assistance to convert unproductive land to viable urban
uses, serve many of the unmet commercial and retail needs of the community, rehabilitate,
construct and preserve low- and moderate-income housing stock and create a variety of
employment opportunities. For additional information on the employment opportunities
generated from redevelopment activities in this  SEDC produces
reports for  project areas. Reports from fiscal year 2003 to the present can be made available
upon request.

Project #7 (Central Imperial): Under 24 CFR 570.201 and 24 CFR 570.208(d), the City may use
CDBG funds to acquire property for any public purpose or if the planned use of the property
meets a national objective or to combat blight or deteriorating conditions. Project  which is
also  as the Market Creek project does so because the purpose for the acquisition was to
eliminate a deteriorating condition.

Project #22 and  34 (Central  The City simply  these costs as "planning
 however, general administrative costs are eligible and recoverable under 24 CFR 570.206.

4. Lack of project  with  Agency (page 8)

As set forth in the  the City has now undertaken reforms to implement the proper
CDBG procedures including  written  agreements for  projects. These
reforms were initiated in the summer  2007 as soon as the City learned that past inleragency
agreements did not follow proper CDBG

 not listed in the Action Plan  not  (pages 9 and 10)

As set forth in the OIG  corrective action has been implemented to ensure ongoing and
future compliance.

6. Monitoring not performed and CDBG records not maintained (pages  and

As set forth in the OIG  corrective  have been implemented to comply with and
ensure monitoring and record retention.

7. Finding 2 - the City did not execute loan  failed to ensure repayment of
 CDBG loans: tax increment process and statement of indebtedness; City

established and certified CDBG loans; CDBG funds used for leveraging; and lack of
repayment on outstanding CDBG loans (pages  to 17)

 with the national objectives of the CDBG program and California Law, the Agency
established redevelopment project areas to alleviate blight, provide adequate public
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Comment 10

Ms.  S.
Audit Report
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 8

improvements, improve deteriorating physical conditions and create  housing for
 residential  Such communities are typically older neighborhoods,

low- and moderate-income  blighted or deteriorating commercial areas,  commercial
 serving  census  California Redevelopment  defines the

conditions of blight that must be present for a project area to be established. Indisputably, the
formation of such project areas based upon a proper finding under
Law, associated blight alleviation and production of affordable housing requires capital

 typically seeded by the local jurisdictions and  programs.

The City, as many cities across  historically  utilized CDBG  general fund
dollars to revitalize and redevelop these projects areas. As HUD has recognized through the
CDBG program, making public funds available on the from end  the redevelopment effort are
critical in the early years of a revitalization program. Funding of strategic, catalytic projects

 new housing opportunities, eliminate blight and result in private investment generating
increased tax increment revenues. Increased tax increment revenues are reinvested into the same
communities to continue and sustain  The importance of the use of CDBG
and general fund monies in the early years of a long-range revitalization effort is recognized as a
valuable and necessary tool for success. A City and Agency goal has been to reinstate these
funding sources as project areas prosper, and adequate tax increment becomes available to

 these funding sources. Ultimately this will enhance the overall objectives of the CDBG
program.

The early year expenditures of CDBG funds were for CDBG eligible activities and came through
the City's CDBG process. The funds were not allocated to project areas for the  of
leveraging, though they were included in the  Statement of Indebtedness. These funds
financed important activities meeting both CDBG and redevelopment goals and objectives.

Stagnant or declining property values because of blighted conditions are typical in areas prior to
formation of a redevelopment plan and project area. These once vibrant areas suffer from
lack of job opportunities, lack of infrastructure and open space, increased crime, and
concentration of low-income households within the community living in poor housing
conditions.

To help pay back the funds used to address these conditions, a  agency receives of
portion of the  in property tax revenue over time. However, there is no property tax
increment available for redevelopment purposes until property values, area conditions and
investment begin to improve property values. Public funds are necessary to seed the
revitalization effort. The CDBG program is an essential contributor to this effort. The CDBG
program shares goals and objectives with California redevelopment agencies. CDBG funds
implement eligible activities to help rebuild the community.
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Comment 12

Comment 9

Comment 13

Comment

Ms.  S.
Audit
December
Page 7

The success  rate of increase in tax increment revenue and the ability to repay the CDBG loan
varies project area by project area. Some project areas take decades of investment before revenue
is available to repay initial seed money. San Diego's  redevelopment project areas vary greatly
in the need for infrastructure and capital costs. The repayment of loans on a schedule without
regard to the tax increment status of  project area runs counter to the goals of the CDBC
program: to benefit low- and moderate-income persons and to eliminate slums, blight and other
deteriorating conditions. A successful revitalization  must take into account current
project area revenues, as public improvements and affordable bousing take effect to reverse the
former downward trends. Redevelopment project areas  have a 30 year life for
implementation plus an additional  years to repay any indebtedness then outstanding. The later
ten years is when a Agency does not implement project activities and uses  of its tax increment
received to pay down any indebtedness.

The implementation  and financial strength of each project area need to be thoroughly
examined to determine an appropriate repayment plan so that each affected redevelopment
project area can manage the  flow. Loan agreement repayment terms, especially as to timing
are critical to ensure that the investments of CDBG and tax increment revenues will not be lost
by forcing repayment on a schedule that will harm the forward movement of the revitalization

 which would be detrimental to the low- and moderate-income communities, and efforts to
remediate  which CDBG and California Redevelopment were created to address.

In summary, the  report does not acknowledge these critical  and concludes that
"leveraging is not listed as a  activity and does not meet any of the three CDBG
national objectives under 24 CFR Part 570." The City disagrees that the finds were "leveraged"

 to receive tax  Rather, the funds were utilized to initiate redevelopment and
eliminate blight where other funding sources were simply not available. While leveraging of Tax
Increment revenue would occur in instances where the CDBG loans create  for project
areas to receive more tax increment in a given year than they would otherwise receive, analysis of
the Agency's statements of indebtedness and lax increment receipts for fiscal year 2007 reveal
that only 1.04% of tax increment received in that year can be attributable to CDBG debt. That is
not to say that CDBG funds have not contributed to tax increment  rather that the role of
CDBG is marginal and not primary to tax increment receipts,

In any case, the City does not concur that  of CDBG should be portrayed as a negative
activity. Rather, to the extent that CDBG debt increases the tax increment received by the
Agency, the aggregate amount of funds available for investment in blight removal and low- and
moderate-income bousing is increased.

8.  2A: Execute loan  between the City and its Agency
 specific loan terms for  of  loans (page 17)
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 Hobos
Audit Report
December
Page 8 of S

The City will execute loan  between the City and the Redevelopment Agency
 specific loan terms for repayment of the loans. We respectfully request that the

give the City the opportunity to work with HUD on the terms of the repayment.

9.  2B: Develop written policies  procedures to  timely
payments on CDBG  of both principal and interest and that tbe resulting program
income is appropriately recorded and used for eligible  in accordance with

 requirements (page

The City will develop written policies and procedures to ensure timely payments on CDBC loans
of both principal  interest and that the resulting program income is appropriately recorded and
used for eligible activities in accordance with  requirements.

 the City has taken this audit very seriously and appreciates the opportunity to provide
comments to the OIG report. We are committed to continuing CDBG Program reforms to ensure
that the City is in  compliance with HUD guidelines. If additional information is needed,
please contact Beth Murray, Deputy Director of Economic Development at  or

Sincerely,

William  Director
City Planning & Community  Department

Cc: Jay  Operating Officer
Mary Lewis, Chief Financial Officer

Attachments:
1. Analysis  in Central Imperial
2. Excerpts from September 2003  to City Council for the Central

Imperial Redevelopment Plan
3. CDBG Application forms for Project to 10,  and 31
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Comment 2
and
Comment 3

Attachment 1

 Imperial Land  Analysis

A land use analyses was conducted for census tracts 30.01,  in the
Central Imperial area of Southeastern San Diego. Using San Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG) land use designations as an overlay to the census tracts we were able to obtain the
acreage amount of each land use category. The analysis was conducted for the census tracts and
as well as for Southeast Economic Development Corporation's (SEDC) Sphere of Influence
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Report to the City Council for the
Fourth Amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Central Imperial

Redevelopment Project

 for
The  Agency of the City of San Diego

600 B  Suite 400
 Diego. CA 92101

 by
Southeastern Economic

995 Gateway Center Way, Suite 300
 CA 92102

 Consultant
 Associates, Inc.

1600 Hotel Circle  Suite 716
San  CA 92108

SEPTEMBER 2003
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Comment 5

OBJECTIVES FOR  OF

In  In  to the needs of the  the  formed  which
charged with the  of  investment and long-term development In the
area by implementing redevelopment efforts in Southeastern San Diego on behalf of the
Agency. These  are part of and are coordinated  the  objectives and
needs  in the Southeast San Diego Community  as adopted In  by the

 Council.

The Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan is one of several redevelopment plans
adopted In  San Diego. The Existing Plan recognizes the unique public
and private Investment opportunities  by the light rail system and the
opportunities to address community needs by focusing redevelopment  along the
light rail system and major commercial streets. As identified in  Existing Plan and
Implementation Plan for the Project Area, the specific  of the Project include:

• Promote  within the Central Imperial
Project Area.

• Provide Incentives for the development of new commercial and
facilities to better serve  community and to upgrade the
appearances  commercial and residential areas within the Project.

 Provide incentives for development of underutilized parcels of land in the
Project Area.

• Maintain the existing  of the Project Area.

• Ensure maximum opportunity for employment of local residents in
 jobs created by new business development and In temporary

residential and  construction

• Ensure that local people have the opportunity to  new
businesses or expand existing businesses In new  facilities,
and are provided information on technical and financial programs offered
by various organizations including the SEDC Business
Program.

 and
residents current  on community

Report to  City Council for the Fourth Amendment
 me Redevelopment Plan for the

 Imperial  Project Area
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The following key objectives have been  for  of the Project Area:

•  of underutilized parcels of land.

 Development of new  to serve the

• Establishment of new businesses in new commercial

• Provide sites and development  that will increase the
economic base and employment prospects for the community.

• Development of a range of housing types and home ownership
opportunities.

The  and objectives Identified for the Project Area in the Southeast San
Community Plan are  similar to the above goals and  Specific objectives
Identified for the Central Imperial Redevelopment Project in the Community Plan Include:

• Attract a large regional  chain outlet to the area.

• Rehabilitate the intersection of  Street and Euclid Avenue.

• Develop a  project in the  Trans owned 157
Expressway.

• Continue and expand housing rehabilitation as

As explained in Section II of this Report, the prrnary proposed Amendment is to extend
the Agency's eminent domain authority in the Project Area, which is currently set to
expire in September  Although the Agency currently has no immediate plans to
use eminent domain within the Project Area,  availability for use may be critical to
implement the  objectives of the Existing Plan as  above along  the
Agency's  projects and programs.

Some of the Agency's proposed projects include  with the development of
residential housing within the Project  including housing for very low, low and
moderate income  and  Furthermore, the Southeastern San Diego
continues to lack commercial facilities.  there are four shopping centers in the

 one on National Avenue  15 and anchored by a major drugstore,
 area at 43* and Alpha Streets and  a Albertson's, two in

Central Imperial Project Area, Imperial Marketplace anchored by a Home  and
Market Creek Plaza anchored by a  A general  outlet

 of a Costco Is  on  Center Drive. A 1995  that
Report to  Council  Fourth
to  Plan lor the

 Imperial Redevelopment  Area
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III. OVERVIEW OF  CONDITIONS WITHIN THE PROJECT AREA

A. BLIGHTING

The Project Area has long suffered from a loss of private  and development
activity,  large part  deteriorating  and economic conditions, Including

 The  Report  the City Council for the Central Imperial Redevelopment
Project  the Report to the  Council for the  Amendment to the
Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan (SEDC,  and the Report to the City Council
for the Third Amendment to the Central Imperial Redevelopment Plan (SEDC, 2000)
presented detailed  of  conditions in the Project Area at the time of
plan adoption and at the time of the Second and Third Amendment. All of the reports
documented extensive blighting  in the Project Area, including both physical
deterioration and economic  The following blighting influences
identified:

• High crime  of public safety.
 - High vacancies in commercial structures.

• A large percentage of deteriorated and  structures, especially aging
and obsolete commercial buildings.

•  public  facilities, and utilities.
• Inferior circulation.
• Lack of adequate shopping facilities.
•  out of Project Area.
• High unemployment rate.
• Lack of  options.
• Residential overcrowding.
• Depreciated or stagnant property values or impaired
•  topography.
• Parcels of inadequate size and  shape and in multiple ownership.
• Areas prone to flooding.

 vacant and underutilized lots.

 OBJECTIVES AND ACTIONS NECESSARY FOR ALLEVIATION OF BLIGHT

The Existing Plan identified the following key  for  of the Project
Area:

• Development of a range of housing types and home ownership opportunities.
• Development of underutilized parcels of land.
• Development of new commercial  serve the community.

Report  the City  for  Fourth Amendment
to  Plan  the
Central Imperial  Project Area
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Attachment 2

• ,  of new  in new commercial facilities.
• Provision of sites and development opportunities that will Increase the economic

base and employment prospects for the community.

The specific actions  to achieve the above objectives included:

•  of public improvements in order to entice private investors to invest
 build In the

•  of financial assistance for rehabilitation and conservation of structures.
• Demolition and relocation, as  buildings  from

and dilapidation, age and  and defective design and character of
physical construction.

•  with site assembly,  and relocation to encourage the
private sector to remediate problems such as inappropriate mixed and shifting
uses, and small and irregular

C. NECESSITY FOR EXTENSION OF EMINENT DOMAIN AUTHORITY

 some of  original blighting conditions identified in the Project Area still exist, it
may be  for the Agency to use their eminent domain  in order to
Implement the objectives and actions necessary for alleviation of blight as described
above.

Report to the  Council tor the Fourth  Page
to the Redevelopment Plan for the
Central Imperial Redevelopment  Area
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ATTACHMENT 3

 San Diego
Community and Economic  Department

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)

CDBG Eligibility Worksheet

The purpose of this form is to  for CDBG funds for  project named below.
Please complete  form in its  and return to Shirley

Project Management

Project
Mailing Address:
E-Mail Address:

Southeastern Economic  Corporation
N/A
4393  Avenue,  200

N/A
Notes: |

 of

SDHC - Son

 -  4

Phone:
MS*

 -

619-527-7345

 -

Project Details

 Project Title:
2001

 Central  Project
 National Objective (See Table 1):
 Eligible

(See Table

Slum Blight Area
y Acquisition 01

HUD  Code

This project will develop a community commercial center for retail space including a
multiplex movie theater, home improvement center, and other retail uses. The project

 flood control improvements to South Las Chollas Creek. These flood control
improvements will  the acquisition of forty-seven properties.

 Location
of

San Diego

Prepared By
CDBG N/A

CDBG  USE  .

Eligible
Project

y Reason
Ineligible N/A

 | | / /
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 San Diego
Community and Economic Development Department

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Administration

CDBG Eligibility Worksheet

The purpose of this form is to demonstrate eligibility for CDBG funds for the project named
Please complete tbe form in its entirety and return to  Reid at

Project Management

 Administrator:
Mailing

 Address:
Notes: |

 Economic Development Corporation (SEDC)
N/A -
4393 Imperial Avenue,

 SBC
 -

 -

Phone:

 -

 - D  topoi

Project Details
 Fiscal
 Project Title:  31,  Imperial Project
 National Objective (See Table 1): | Slum  Area
 Eligible Activity

(See Table 2):
Public Facilities & Improvements r

 . HUD

 Project
Description:

This project will  a 35,000 square feet expansion to the Southeast Medical Center
located at 286 Euclid Avenue in southeastern San Diego. The expansion will house much
needed primary and specialty care services as well as kidney dialysis services for the most
medically  area in the Southeastern  The 35,000 square feet building
expansion is much needed to improve the health status of Southeast San Diego residents.

 Location
of Activity:

San
cur

 By
CDBG Office  -

CDBG PERSONNEL USE ONLY

Eligible
Project

y
Ineligible N/A

CDBG Funds Allocated (m  | |  Accounting:
 Order
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 San Diego
Community and Economic Development Department

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Administration

CDBG  Worksheet

The purpose of  form is to demonstrate eligibility for CDBG  for the project named below,
Please complete the form in its  and return to Shirley Reid at

Project Management Assignment

Project
 Address:

E-Mail Address:
Notes: |

Southeastern Economic Development Corporation (SEDC)
N/A
4393 Imperial Ave,  200
N/A

County - County of  -

 -  &

Phone:

 -

 Services

619-527-7345

 -

Project Details
 Year 2003

 Project Title:  Central Imperial - Industrial Site Acquisition
 National Objective (See Table  Slum Blight Area
 Eligible

(See

Description:

 Location
of Activity:

 Acquisition 01
HUD

This project consists of acquiring and developing  The land development  of
subdividing the  acre site into six industrial tots, including a site for the  Post
Office. This property will provide additional opportunities for industrial development on

 that is currently economically blighted.

This project  69 new jobs for residents within the

 San Diego

Prepared By
CDBG Office N/A

CDBG  USE ONLY

Eligible
Project

Y Reason
Ineligible N/A

CDBG Funds / /
 Order
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